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top off the cyclone with the included ac charger and battery charger and you have everything you need to enjoy a cigar. the cyclone is a compact and lightweight lighter and it features a magnetic base for convenience when charging and storage. the led ring provides
a bright, white light and it has a bright, easy-to-read lcd display that indicates the unit is fully charged. there is also an adjustable trigger that allows you to set the flame size to match your personal preferences. the cyclone may be small in size, but it packs a powerful
punch and that is why it has become the most popular and top rated cigar lighter on the market. the cyclone is a rugged and safe cigar lighter that has won awards from various publications and groups. to better accommodate the cigar lighter, the cyclone is a soft
carry pouch is included with the cyclone. the cyclone also features a magnetic base for convenience when charging and storage. the led ring provides a bright, white light and it has a bright, easy-to-read lcd display that indicates the unit is fully charged. there is also an
adjustable trigger that allows you to set the flame size to match your personal preferences. perhaps the best feature of the v10 is the wand. you can plug it into a wall outlet or charge it using the usb port. if you are going to charge it, you will need to plug the wand
into the wall. you can attach the wand directly to the cyclone or use the cyclone attachment to attach the wand. if you have a spare charger, you can connect it to the wand to charge the unit. while you can pre-program all the settings into the cyclone, it was not clear
from the box what settings would be used by default. to find out, we used the dyson app on my phone. i plugged in the cyclone, turned it on, and within seconds, the app popped up. i could also set the power level, the temperature and volume. the app also showed the
current settings.
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